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	Biodiversity Action Plan: Summary Contributions
	1. Ensure that summary management plans are prepared and, where possible, implemented for each biological SSSI by the year 2004
	2. Continue to designate additional protected areas to deal with acknowledged gaps in the existing coverage, e.g. in relation to freshwater habitats, peatlands and intertidal wildlife habitats and species
	3. Complete the designation of all identified Special Protection Areas and Ramsar Sites. Comply with the timetable for the designation of Special Areas of Conservation set down in the Habitats Directive by the year 2004
	4. Create mechanisms for effective protection and management of key wildlife areas in the marine environment
	5. Ensure that development control conforms to Government policies for the conservation of biodiversity
	6. Improve the database of the Countryside Surveys of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, while further developing the Scottish Office Land Cover of Scotland survey
	7. Utilise existing knowledge to identify prime biodiversity areas in the UK based on best available levels of data recorded and agree a strategy to protect and enhance them involving all interested parties
	8. Revise the Natural Areas map for England by 1994, completing a strategy for 6 Natural Areas with key objectives by 1995. In Scotland publish maps of biogeographical zones by 1995
	9. Complete the Marine nature Conservation Review under the aegis of the Joint Nature Conservation Committee
	10. Continue to implement new approaches to coastal flood defences and coast protection which manipulate, and work with, natural processes
	11. Designate sufficient SACs and SPAs and ensure their mechanisms are in place for their effective conservation under the Habitats and Birds Directives



